
CLAIMS

I Claim:

Claim 1 - A process for competitive biddir^g comprising:

sequestering a bid package into at least one of module;

further sequestering the modmes into in-house and at least one

outsourced module, whereby the in-house module receives an in-house bid;

releasing the at least one /outsourced module for at least one

outsourced bid;

receiving said at least 0ne outsourced bid for the at least one

outsourced module;

preparing a bid from thk combining of the in-house bid and outsourced

bid.

Claim 2 - The process of claim 1 wherein after said sequestering steps:

searching for potential suppliers for the at least one outsourced

module;

prequalifying th^ potential suppliers by a plurality factors that generate

a statistical weight to each potential supplier;

selecting a set of prequalified potential supplier base on the statistical

weight attached to each potential supplier; and

distributing the outsourced modules to each prequalifed potential

supplier within the set
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Claim 3 - The process of claim 2 further including/the step of:

presenting the bid as well as any additive alternatives or deductive

alternatives; and /

reporting the bid in a plurality of formats.

Claim 4 - The process of claim 3 further including the step of:

transmitting the bid to a sequential buyer.

Claim 5 - The process of claim 4 whereinAhe step of releasing at least one bid

further includes: /

further sequestering the at least one outsourced modules into

competitive and non-competitive modules/

releasing the competitive modules for competitive bids;

retaining the non-competitive modules for non-competitive bids; and

receiving said competitive and non-competitive bids for competitive

and non-competitive outsourced modules.

Claim 6 - The process of claim/S wherein the step of preparing the bid package

further includes: /

aggregating said competitive and non-competitive bids into the bid.

Claim 7 - The process of claim 6 wherein the process is repeated until a final

bid is aggregated from all of the bids.

Claim 8 - A process for competitive bidding comprising:

dividing a project into a plurality of modules;
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whereby for each module, at least one N tier buyer, where N is

greater than or equal to zero, may choose at least orie of:

a) keeping said module, thus making an in-house bid for said

module;

b) outsourcing said module to be^competitively bidded at an N +

1 tier, thus having a competitive bid for said module; or

c) outsourcing said module io an N + P tier, where P is greater

than zero and the sum of N + P is greater th^n or equal to the sum of N + 1, thus

having an outsourced bid for said module.

Claim 9 - The process of claim 8 wherein steps (a), (b) or (c) are repeated until

all of the modules have bids attached tcy them.

Claim 10 - The process of clainv 9 further including the step of:

collecting the in-hous^, competitive and outsourced bids for each

module.

Claim 11 - The process of/claim 10 further including the step of:

presenting a bid to the at least one N tier buyer.

Claim 12 - A system for competitive bidding comprising:

means to facilitate the sequestration of a bid package into modules;

means to facilitate the decision which, if any, modules stay in-house

for the devising of an in-house bid;
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means to facilitate the decision which, if any, modules/to outsource for

a competitive bidding process; /

means for facilitating the reception of a noncompetitive bid for any

module not competitively bidded on from an outsourced sx4>plier;

means for receiving competitive bids for Aodules not receiving in-

house bids or outsourced bids; /

means for summing the in-house, ccxmpetitive and noncompetitive

bids for the modules; and /

means for presenting a bid from the sum of the bids for the modules.

Claim 13 - A process for competitive l)idding comprising:

sequestering the project into k plurality of modules for bidding;

further sequestering the/ modules into in-house and outsourced

modules; /

releasing the outsourced modules for at least one outsourced bid;

receiving said at lept one outsourced bid for said outsourced module;

and /

preparing a bia from the combining of in-house and outsourced

modules. /

Claim 14 - A system for competitive bidding comprising:

means for/processing a bid package;

means for sequestering the bid package into a plurality of modules;
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means for further sequestering the modules into in-house and

outsourced modules;

means for releasing the outsourced modules fo^ at least one outsourced

bid;

means for receiving said at least one outsoyirced bid for said outsourced

module;

means for preparing a bid from tj?(e combining of in-house and

outsourced modules; and

a display that reports the bid in a Plurality of formats.

Claim 15 - The system of claim 14 further including:

means for transmitting the hia to a sequential buyer.

Claim 16 - The system of claim ]5 wherein the means for releasing at least

one bid further includes:

means for further Sequestering the outsourced modules into

competitive and non-competitive /modules;

means for releasing the competitive modules for competitive bids;

means for retaining the non-competitive modules for non-competitive

bids; and

means for re<!:eiving said competitive and non-competitive bids for

competitive and non-competitive outsourced modules.
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Claim 17 - The system of claim 16 wherein the means of preparing the bid

package further includes: /

means for aggregating said competitive and non-competitive bids into

the bid. /

Claim 18 - The system of claim 17 further inch/des:

means to cycle until a final bid is aggregated from all of the bids.

Claim 19 - A system for competitive bidding comprising:

means to sequester the project into a plurality of modules for bidding;

means to further sequestering the modules into in-house and

outsourced modules; /

means to release the coitsourced modules for at least one outsourced

bid; /

means to receive/said at least one outsourced bid for said outsourced

module; and /

means to pr^are a bid from the combining of in-house and outsourced

modules. /

Claim 20 - A /system of qualifying suppliers for a project to be competitively

bidded: /

means for containing a set of criteria;

means for comparing a potential supplier to the set;
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means to verify all information to release the reques^d service is

present. /

Claim 23 - The competitive bidding system of claim 22 further comprising:

means for security whereby for a given requeued service buyers can

access more information than sellers. /

Claim 24 - The competitive bidding system of claim 23 wherein the

information at least includes: open and closing dates for bids and any addendums.

Claim 25 - A needs assessment, resoirrce management, procurement and

contracts management system comprising, in combination:

a mearis to assess at least one end user need;

a means to manage resources for facilitating fulfillment of the end user

need; /

a means to procure at least one of goods and services from the

resources to fulfill the end user need; and

a means to manage at least one contract between the resources used to

procure said at least one of goods and services and the end user need.

Claim 26 - The system of claim 25 wherein said means to assess includes:

means Aor providing preliminary research for designing, installation,

cost estimates, ancr funding requests in place;

means to create a bid package from the end user need and research.
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Claim 27 - The system of claim 26 wherein said means for/providing

preliminary research includes: /

means for requisitioning multiple suppliers through a/group of related

documents, associated files, scripts and databases that is served tip by a server on a

wide area network. /

Claim 28 - The system of claim 27 wherein said means for requisitioning uses

a means for statistical data management. /

Claim 29 - The system of claim 25 wherein said means to manage resources

includes: /

means to register procurement requests at a server on a wide area

network; /

means for requisitioning multiple suppliers through a group of related

documents, associated files, scripts ancj databases that is served up by a server on a

wide area network; /

means to review and assess procurement;

means to screen a^d categorize potential suppliers;

means to preqiialify potential suppliers with at least one of prior course

of dealings and weighted^ore; and

means to /distribute a bid package to said screened and prequalified

suppliers. /

Claim 30 - The system of claim 29 wherein said means to procure includes:
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a competitive bidding process.

Claim 31 - The system of claim 30 wherein said means t6 manage contract

includes:

means for detailed bid evaluation for a responsive and responsible bid;

means for contract negotiations and agreements;

means to issue contracts or purchase oixier;

means to schedule delivery of product and monitor progress of

payments;

means to finalize delivery oE^^^oduct or service, closure items and final

payments.

means to provide statistical data management.

Claim 32 - An automated/process for procurement and resource management

comprising:

at least one of goods and services from searching

ket sectors;

)id package from the information gleaned;

:ontract or purchase order between a buyer and a seller

^ment between the buyer and the seller; and

delivery schedule for the goods or services between the
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Claim 33 - A system to manage automated processes for pr;ocuremerit and

resource management, comprising:

create generic web sites that invoke a specific category of buyers;

create buyer specific web sites that invoke a specific category of buyers;

create seller specific web sites that invoke^a specific category of sellers;

and wherein all web sites are arranged so that the web sites are standardized for

content and presentation at a basic level and further modified to serve at least one

specific attribute of at least one industry.

Claim 34 - A system for providing the appearance of direct transactions

between buyers and sellers comprisi

means to provide th^ appearance that a buyer at a website conducts a

transaction directly with a seller at another website;

means to provide the appearance that a buyer at a website conducts a

transaction directly with^a plurality of sellers, wherein each seller is at a different

website;

means io provide the appearance that a seller at a website conducts a

transaction directly with a plurality of buyers, wherein each buyer is at a different

website; and

leans to provide the appearance that an ultimate buyer at a website

conducts a /transaction directly with an ultimate seller at another website through at

least one/ intermediary seller and at least one intermediary buyer, wherein each
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intermediary seller and intermediary buyer are either at different websites or the

same website. /

Claim 35 - The system of claim 34 further compri^g:

means to provide the appearance that a^uyer at a website is conducting

a multiple tiered transactions with sellers at different websites, wherein the sellers

become next lower level buyers for other seHer at other different websites; and

wherein a transaction car/be sequestered into a plurality of smaller

transactions for several different saHers at several different websites.

Claim 36 - The system ofclaim 35 further comprising:

means to provuie the appearance that at least one buyer and seller are

conducting a transactionwith a central website.
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